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A Welfarist Role for Nonwelfarist Rules: An Example with Envy 

Matt Weinzierl discusses how and when we may rely on nonwelfarist principles to help trace out 
welfare effects, extending the logic from rule utilitarianism to the realm of policy making. He 
proposes that envy is a classic example of an instance where relying on a non-consequentialist 
rule can increase utility.  

Deviating from the Kaplow and Shavell (2011) full information benchmark, Weinzierl does not 
assume that society can predict a policy’s effect on welfare, even to a first order.  This limitation 
on information means that we may increase welfare by separately weighing a noisy signal of the 
unobservable part of the world in our welfare calculations. He also argues that society may 
encode this unobservable information through rules passed down over generations that reflect 
how certain policies or values may increase or hinder long run welfare. 

Weinzierl finally discusses a survey he designed using M-Turk to elicit views on envy, his 
textbook example of the benefit of nonwelfarist rules. The baseline version of the survey reveals 
that people are evenly split between valuing envy as required by utilitarianism and not valuing 
envy. As the survey increases the salience of envy, respondents move away from utilitarianism.  

 

 

 

A Dilemma for Theories of Public Reason 

Sean Ingham first defines Public Reason as claims that all reasonable citizens can accept and to 
which citizens ought to appeal when justifying laws and policies. Public Reason excludes not 
only religion but also foundational moral or philosophical claims about what is good (e.g. 
“pleasure is the ultimate measure of what is good”).   

Ingham then outlines the two “horns” of the dilemma for theories of Public Reason. The first 
horn deals with the redundancy of the set of criteria for public reason. The second horn of the 
dilemma deals with the possibility that public reason is not impartial among a set of Reasonable 
Comprehensive Doctrines, which can produce different policy recommendations that are all 
based on Public Reasons. If we can have public reasons both for and against a given policy, 
perhaps we should give up on obtaining a shared common ground. 

 

http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/conferences/2016-newe/Documents/Weinzierl_Welfarist%20Role%20for%20Nonwelfarist%20Rules%20(HBS%20WP%20version).pdf
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/conferences/2016-newe/Documents/Ingham_Public_Reason_paper.pdf


Discussion 

Lucas Stanczyk discusses Weinzierl’s argument that nonwelfarist principles can be viewed as 
crystalized knowledge. Yet, Stanczyk asks, how do we know if this is actually the case? Perhaps 
these principles are merely prejudices or first order judgements. Including nonwelfarist 
principles is justified by the claim of incomplete information—that the world is too complex to 
understand the long run welfare impacts of policies. Given this, how can we determine the true 
grounds and motivations for these nonwelfarist principles?  

Stanczyk also offers an external challenge to a welfarist role for nonwelfarist principles. Perhaps 
society’s accumulated wisdom is shot through with other reasons. Suppose the public endorses 
nonwelfarist principles merely because it actually has a preference for this principle. Should a 
welfarist include these preferences? Also, what if there is an endogeneity problem where a 
welfarist social planner can frame people’s preferences? 

Responding to Ingham’s discussion of Public Reason, Stanczyk reminds us of Rawls’s definition 
of overlapping consensus. Rawls wanted the Basic Structure of society to be stable for the right 
reasons—and not just based on force and indoctrination. However, he recognized that pluralism 
was inevitable. Stanczyk asks what the implications are for the dilemma discussed if we adopted 
a Rawlsian framework to understand Public Reason? If we restrict to truly basic matters about 
justice (e.g. whether we can subordinate certain classes of people), perhaps consensus is 
possible.  

 

 

Q and A 

Question: How would the welfarist know the true grounds of nonwelfarist principles, especially 
given the informational barriers to understanding effects on welfare? What if these views are 
racist or views that most of society disagrees with? 

Matt Weinzierl: The burden of proof should be on the welfarist and not coalesced societal 
opinions. 

 

Comment: Maybe Rawls had in mind that Public Reason ought to be input-neutral rather than 
output-neutral. The dilemma is about output—not input—neutrality.  

 

Tim Scanlon: Matt, have you tried using larger gaps between income levels in your survey? 
Perhaps then people would be more welfarist? Perhaps people are thinking about the standard of 
living necessary to subsist?  

Hannah Shaffer: Respondents are likely also considering the degree of “fairness” in the process 
driving the change in the input gap, even though this is not explicitly addressed in the survey. 



 

 

Question: Why not include this noisy signal (or accumulated social wisdom) in individual 
utilities that the social welfare function aggregates? 

Stefanie Stantcheva: We are constrained by data on individual utilities. 

Matt Weinzierl: It is also unclear whether this would be included in individual utilities. Long run 
welfare, which is the big-ticket item in this case, might not be a part of individual utility. 
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